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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

MOlecular MAterials Property Prediction Package (MOMAP) is a software toolkit for molecular materials property prediction. It focuses on luminescent properties and charge mobility properties. This
article contains a brief descriptive introduction of key features, theoretical models and algorithms
of the software, together with examples that illustrate the performance. First, we present the theoretical models and algorithms for molecular luminescent properties calculation, which includes the
excited-state radiative/non-radiative decay rate constant and the optical spectra. Then, a multi-scale
simulation approach and its algorithm for the molecular charge mobility are described. This approach
is based on hopping model and combines with Kinetic Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations, and it is especially applicable for describing a large category of organic semiconductors,
whose inter-molecular electronic coupling is much smaller than intra-molecular charge reorganisation energy.
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1. Introduction
Computational design of advanced materials has become
one of the most important challenges in academia and
industry, as emphasised in the known ‘Material Genome
Initiative (MGI) for global competitiveness’ [1]. Organic
opto-electronic functional materials have attracted great
attentions owing to their potential applications in promising solid-state photo-electronic devices, such as organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs), field effect transistors,
sensors, solar cells and so on. Our initial intention was to
investigate the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra and quantum efficiency and carrier mobility for
organic functional materials. While spectra calculation
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modules can be found in a number of quantum chemistry
packages, evaluations for other key molecular parameters were not available a decade ago. Especially, the AIE
(aggregation-induced emission) phenomena was discovered by Tang et al. [2], arousing strong interests, where the
non-radiative decay process suppressed by aggregation
has been identified to be the essential cause, though several other propositions have been postulated. The excited
state decay process has long been a challenging issue for
theoretical chemistry. We noted that the time scale for fluorescence for OLEDs materials is around 10 ns and for
phosphorescence ranging micro- to milli-seconds. Typical compound for OLEDs possesses ∼50 atoms. Excited
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state dynamics for such a complex system is simply
impossible at full quantum level so far.
We thus had turned to Fermi Golden Rule taking both
non-adiabatic coupling [3] and spin-orbit coupling [4]
as perturbation. When formulating in a time-dependent
fully analytic vibration correlation function formalism,
it turns out that the evaluated rates are in satisfactory
agreement with experiments [5]. Such formalism combining with quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) model has been successfully applied to
quantitative assessment of the AIE effect, such as how
the molecular aggregation suppressing the non-radiative
decay [6]. A number of plausible probing approaches
have been proposed theoretically to verify the suggested
mechanism [7,8]. The formalism has also been applied to
evaluate the phosphorescence efficiency for organometallic compounds [9] and for molecular design of highly
efficient deep blue emitter [10]. In addition, thermally
activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) phenomena have
been widely employed for molecular design for highly
efficient electroluminescent materials [11]. In such system, the electro-pumped carriers form excitons, and the
statistical 75% triplets can be easily converted to emissive singlets, enhancing the overall quantum efficiency.
The relevant internal conversion and intersystem crossing rates have been evaluated by our method [12,13].
Carrier mobility is an essential physical parameter for
opto-electronics. As far as organic semiconductors are
concerned, the semi-classical Marcus theory has been
first proposed by Brédas et al., assuming localised charge
hopping mechanism [14]. Later, a number of developments have been proposed along this line such as Kinetic
Monte Carlo for evaluating charge diffusion constant
[15], quantum nuclear tunnelling (QNT) model [16] and
deformation potential theory for band-like behaviour
[17]. Note that the evaluation of carrier mobility is
parameter-free, rendering a first-principles prediction for
such an important quantity.
Here, we introduce MOMAP, standing for MOlecular MAterials Property Prediction Package, as a useful
tool for molecular materials’ properties prediction. Now
the released version 1.0 of MOMAP focuses on luminescent properties and charge mobility properties. By using
MOMAP, we have investigated the conversion and decay
processes of TADF molecules [12], the mechanism of the
AIE phenomenon [8,18,19], the nuclear quantum tunnelling effects in organic semiconductors [20], the influence of alkyl side-chain length on the organic materials’ carrier mobility [21] and so on. According to our
statistics, MOMAP has been downloaded over 2600 times
before its commercialisation. In addition, it has been
applied to the calculations of the internal conversion
rate of Cun (n = 3,6 and 9) and H2 /Cu3 by Chiodo and
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Mineva [22], the fluorescent radiative rate constants of
meta-organic framework by Hao et al. [23], the radiative
and non-radiative rate constants of the aminoanthracene
derivatives by Escudero [24], the non-radiation decay rate
constants by Lin et al. [13] and so on.
Here, the program’s summaries are as follows:
Program summary:
Program title: MOMAP
Version Number: V1.0
Chinese Software Copyright Registration Number:
2017SR072448
Program released URL: www.momap.net.cn
Number of lines in distributed program: 52 582
Distribution format: tar.gz
Programming language: Fortran, Linux Shell Script
Computer: all Linux based workstation, supercomputer
and Mac OS
Has the code been parallelized?: Code is parallelized by
MPICH, OPENMPI and IMPI
Target of this version of MOMAP: optical spectra (absorption, fluorescence, phosphorescence) and
rate constants (radiative, internal conversion, intersystem crossing) of polyatomic molecules. The transfer
integral, reorganisation energy of neutral and charged
molecules, charge transfer rate (full-quantum or Marcustype) between two molecules and the charge mobility
within a molecular crystal, see Figure 1.
Method employed in this version of MOMAP: Based
on the electronic structure provided by quantum chemistry package, a thermal vibrational correlation function
(TVCF) formalism is employed to luminescent principle [3,4,25–28]. This formalism is derived from Fermis’
golden rule and harmonic oscillator model, as well as considering mode-mixing (Duschinsky rotation effect) and
the coordinate-dependent transition dipole (Herzberg–
Teller effect). It is an analytical time-integrated rate formalism, which can be solved by fast-Fourier transformation technique, making the program very efficient.
As for charge mobility simulation [29–34], site energy
correction method has been employed to evaluate intermolecular electronic coupling (transfer integral). QNT
effect was taken into account through full quantum
charge transfer rate formula. Kinetic Monte Carlo was
adopted to simulate charge diffusion in bulk material. The
combination of quantum charge treatment and Kinetic
Monte Carlo provides an efficient strategy to simulate
charge diffusion in bulk material.
Additional comments: the simulated luminescent
principle may not agree with the experiments for
organic molecule with anharmonic behaviour, since the
harmonic oscillator model is employed. The program
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Figure . Function structure chart of MOMAP V..

needs an initial packing structure for the charge mobility simulation.

2. Quantitative prediction of molecular
photophysical parameters
2.1. Fluorescence spectrum and radiative decay rate
Based on the Fermi Golden Rule and Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, the absorption cross
section and differential radiative rate can be expressed
as [28]

4π 2 ω
σabs (ω, T ) =
3c

 

2 

×
Pivi (T )   f ,v f μ f i  i,vi  δ ω − ω f v f ,ivi ,
v i ,v f

(1)
4ω3
σemi (ω, T ) =
3c3

 

2 

×
Pivi (T )   f ,v f μ f i  i,vi  δ ωivi , f v f − ω .
v i ,v f

(2)
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Here, Pivi (T ) is the Boltzmann distribution of the
vibration manifolds in the initial state. μ f i =  f |μ̂|i 
is the electric transition dipole moment between the initial state i and final state f. v i /v f is vibrational quantum number of state i/f, ω is the frequency, ωivi , f v f =
ω f v f − ωivi , respectively. Considering both Duschinsky
effect and Herzberg–Tell effect, the Equations (1) and (2)
can be expressed in the framework of TVCF and solved
analytically by Gaussian integrations. Taking the absorption cross section as an example, Equation (1) can be
derived as

2π ω  2
FC
σabs
(ω, T ) = 2 μ0 
3 c

∞

FC
dtei(ω−ω f i )t Zi−1 ρabs,0
(t, T ) , (3)

−∞
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and bi/ f
are diagonal with elements
ai/ f
ai/ f ,k (τi/ f ) = ωi/ f ,k /sin(ωi/ f ,k τi/ f ) and bi/ f ,k (τi/ f ) =
ωi/ f ,k /tan(ωi/ f ,k τi/ f ), ωi/ f ,k is kth normal mode vibration frequency of the initial/final state respectively.
Defining
μ̃2abs

(16)

Then, the total absorption spectrum formalism becomes

HT
μk · μl ρabs,kl
(t, T )⎦ ,

(5)

k,l

σabs (ω) =

where

2π ω
32 c

∞

FC
dtei(ω−ω f i )t Zi−1 μ̃2abs (t, T )ρabs,0
(t, T ). (17)

−∞

Similarly, the fluorescence spectrum is


FC
ρabs,0

⎡
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(t, T ) =




det a f ai
i 1 T
T
F KF − D ED ,
exp −
det [K]
 2− − − −
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−
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T



−1
−1
HT
−1
K
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K
F
G
F
+
K
lk
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−
−

∞

(18)
The radiative rate can be obtained from the integration of
Equation (18):
kr =

FC
ρabs,0

HT
ρabs,kl

2ω3
3π c3

∞

σfluo (ω)dω.

(19)

0

2.2. Non-radiative decay rate
As for non-radiative decay, applying the second-order
perturbation approximation, the rate constant reads [28]

Here,

K=


B −A
−A B


2N×2N
T

ES D
ES
F− = D
−
−
T

T

k f ←i

,

1×2N

(9)
,

FC/HT
= [01 · · · 1k · · · 02N ]T1×2N ,
H
−
k

(10)
(11)


2
 H f v f ,nvn H nvn ,ivi 
2π  
=
Pivi H f v f ,ivi +
δ

 v ,v
Eivi − Envn 
n,v
i f
n


× Eivi − E f v f .
(20)

Here, v i /v f is vibrational quantum number of the initial state (i) final state (f) and H denotes the interaction
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× δ ωivi , f v f − ω .

between two different BO states, which reads
Ĥ

(27)

= Ĥ NA i (r; Q) ivi (Q) + Ĥ SO i (r; Q) ivi (Q) ,

(21) Applying Fourier transformation, Equation (27) can be
rewritten as
where Ĥ NA is the non-adiabatic coupling operator, Ĥ SO is
 2 ∞


2ω3 μST 
the spin-orbital coupling operator. r and Q are the elec−i ω−ωi f t −1 FC
σph (ω) =
dte
Zi ρph,0 (t, T (28)
),
tronic and nuclear normal mode coordinates. Based on
3πc3
−∞
Fermi Golden rule and Condon approximation, we get
iv i

 ∞
 1
R
dteiωi f t Zi−1 ρic,kl ,
kic =
kl
2
−∞

(22)

k,l

where


FC
is simply the Franck–Condon factor like Equation
ρph,0
(6), see Ref [4].
Now, we consider the intersystem crossing process,
from T1 to S0 . Expanding Equation (20), we obtain
(0)
(1)
(2)
kisc = kisc
+ kisc
+ kisc
,




det a f ai
i 1 T −1
T
F− K F− − D
ρic,kl =
ED
exp −
−
−
det [K]
 2
(23)
 −1 T IC  −1 


IC −1
IC −1
+ K F− Gkl K F− − H
.
K
F
× iTr Gkl K
−
−


where
2 

2π  

Pivi H f v f ,ivi  δ Eivi − E f v f ,
 v ,v

kl

The definitions of matrices K, and vectors F, have been
IC
given in Section 2.1. The definition of GIC
kl and Hkl can be
found in Ref. [28].
2.3. Phosphorescence spectrum and intersystem
crossing rate
Phosphorescence is originated from spin-orbit coupling.
By applying the perturbation theory, we express the perturbed singlet and triplet states (|S and |T ) as [4]

 
3 3
    
nκ Ĥ SO S 3 
 nκ ,
S = S +
1E0 − 3E0
n
S
n κ =1
 
 
     1 kĤ SO Tκ 1 
 k.
T κ = Tκ +
3E0 − 1E0
T
k

(24)
(25)

k

Here, the |S and |T are pure singlet and triplet states,
Ĥ SO is the spin-orbital coupling operator. Thus, the transition dipole moment recasts




  1 1  SO  
Sμ k kĤ Tκ
3E0 − 1E0
T
k
k



  


triplets
3   SO 3
 
S Ĥ
nκ 3 nκ μTκ

singlets



μSTκ =

+

n

1E0
S

κ =1

− 3 En0

,

(26)

 

4ω3   
μST i,v 2
σph (ω, T ) =
P
T

iv
f
,v
i
i
f
3
3c v ,v
f

(0)
=
kisc

i

(30)

!
Hivi ,nvn Hnvn , f v f


2π
(1)
=
Pivi · 2Re H f v f ,ivi
kisc
 v ,v
Eivi − Envn
n,v n
i f


×δ Eivi − E f v f ,
(31)

2

2π   H f v f ,nvn Hnvn ,ivi  
(2)
Pivi 
kisc =
 δ Eivi − E f v f .
 n,v
 v ,v
Eivi − Envn 
i

f

f

n

(32)
Thus, the vibration correlation functions can be
expressed as

1 isc ∞
(0)
(33)
R
dteiωi f t Zi−1 ρisc
(t, T ),
2 f i −∞


1 ∞
(1)
(1)
dteiωi f t Zi−1
2Risc
kisc = Re 2
f i,k ρisc,k (t, T ) ,
 −∞
k
(34)


1 ∞
(2)
(2)
= 2
dteiωi f t Zi−1
Risc
kisc
f i,kl ρisc,kl (t, T ). (35)
 −∞
(0)
=
kisc

k,l

where κ is the magnetic quantum number. N and k are the
intermediate triplet and singlet electronic states, respectively. Applying the Franck–Condon approximation, the
phosphorescence spectrum can be expressed as

i

(29)

(0)
(2)
(ρisc
) is the same as Equation (6) (and
It is noted that ρisc
Equation (23)) except the definition of initial and final
(1)
can be solved similarly, see Ref. [4],
state, ρisc



det a f ai
(1)
T −1
ρisc,k
K F−
(t, T ) = −H
−
det [K]
k
 

i
1 T −1
T
× exp
− F− K F− + D
ED
−
−

2

(36)

The definitions of matrices K, E and vectors F are given
in Section 2.1.
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2.4. Algorithm
The program algorithms of luminescent properties are
listed as follows, including the electronic vibrational coupling analysis part; the absorption, fluorescence spectrum and radiative rate constant calculation part; internal conversion rate constant calculation part; phosphorescence spectrum, radiative rateconstant, intersystem
crossing rate constant calculation part.

() Electronic vibrational coupling analysis (evc) part
This procedure is for the displacement and Duschinsky rotation matrix
m: molecular mass
xg : molecular coordinate of ground state
xe : molecular coordinate of excited state
fcg : molecular force constant of ground state
fce : molecular force constant of excited state
nacme: non-adiabatic coupling matrix element
dtdp: derivatives of transition dipole moment
Procedure evc(m, xg , xe , fcg, fce, nacme, dtdp)
! transform the molecule to the inertial reference frame
call transform_to_inertial_reference_frame (m, xg , xe , fcg , fce , nacme,
dtdp)
! do the Eckart rotation to minimize the vibration-rotation coupling,
see Ref. []
call eckart_rotation (m, xg , xe , fcg , fce , nacme, dtdp)
! Diagonalize the mass-weighted force constant matrix to obtain the
frequency and normal mode Cg and Ce .
call calculate_frequency (m, fcg , fce , Cg , Ce )
! Calculate displacementDg = CTg m(xe − xg ),
De = CTe m(xg − xe )
do i = ,  * N −  ( * N − )
! Loop for normal mode, N is the number of atom
do j = ,  * N
! Loop for atom coordinate
Dg (i) = Dg (i) + Cg (j, i) * m(j) * (xe (j) — xg (j))
De (i) = De (i) + Ce (j, i) * m(j) * (xg (j) — xe (j))
end do
end do
! Calculate Duschinsky rotation matrix Sge = CTg Ce , Seg = CTe Cg
do i = ,  * N −  (N − )
! Loop for normal mode, N is the number of atom
do j = ,  * N −  (N − )
do k = ,  * N
Sge (i, j) = Sge (i, j) + Cg (j, k) * Ce (i, k)
Seg (i, j) = Seg (i, j) + Ce (j, k) * Cg (i, k)
end do
end do
end do
! project the non-adiabatic coupling matrix from Cartesian coordinate
system to normal coordinate system
call proj_nacme()
! project the derivatives of transition dipole moment from Cartesian
coordinate system to normal coordinate system
call proj_dip()
end
() Absorption, ﬂuorescence spectrum and radiative rate constant
calculation part.
Ead : Adiabatic excited energy
S: Duschinsky rotation matrix.
D: mode displacement.
freq: frequency of ground state and excited state.
dtdp: derivatives of transition dipole moment ! For Herzberg-Teller
spectra, dtdp is needed.
tdp: transition dipole moment ! For Franck-Condon spectra, tdp is
needed.
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tmax : upper limit of integration time
dt: integration duration of time
Procedure TVCF_Abs_Fluo (Ead , S, D, freq, dtdp, tdp, tmax , dt)
nt = tmax /dt
! This loop is for the calculation of correlation function, and it can
parallel by MPI tools
do it = −nt, nt
Calculate A(it), B(it), E(it) according to Equations ()–()
FC/HT (it ), GHT (it ) according to Equations
Calculate K(it ), F− (it ), H
−
kl
k

()–()
Calculate ρ0FC (it ), ρkFC/HT (it ), ρklHT (it ), ρ̃(it ) according to
Equations ()–() and Equation ()
end do
call FFT (ρ̃(it )) to calculate the spectra function σ (ω) according to
Equations ()–()
! Fluorescence radiative rate constant calculation
call ﬂuo_spec_integrate (σffuo (ω)) according to Equation ()
End

() Internal conversion rate constant calculation part.
nacme: non-adiabatic coupling matrix element
Procedure TVCF_IC (Ead , S, D, freq, nacme, tmax , dt)
nt = tmax /dt
! This loop is for the calculation of correlation function, and it can
parallel by MPI tools
do it = −nt, nt
Calculate A(it), B(it), E(it) according to Equations ()–()
Calculate K(it ), F− (it ) according to Equations ()–()
Calculate HkFC/HT (it ), GHT
kl (it ) according to Ref. []
Calculate ρic,kl (it ) according to Equation ()
end do
call FFT (ρic,kl (it )), according to the integration Equation () to
calculate the internal conversion rate constant kic .
end

() Phosphorescence spectrum, radiative rate and intersystem crossing
rate constant calculation part.
The phosphorescence spectrum procedure is the same as the
Franck–Condon ﬂuorescence spectra, except for the transition dipole
moment between T and S according to Equation ()
SOC: spin-orbit coupling
dt: integration duration of time
Procedure TVCF_ISC (Ead , S, D, freq, nacme, SOC, tmax , dt)
nt = tmax /dt
! This loop is for the calculation of correlation function, and it can
parallel by MPI tools
do it = −nt, nt
Calculate A(it), B(it), E(it) according to Equations ()–()
Calculate K(it ), F− (it ) according to Equations ()–()
Calculate HkFC/HT (it ), GHT
kl (it ) according to Ref. []
Calculate ρ (0) (it ) according to Equation ()
Calculate ρk(1) (it ) according to Equation ()
Calculate ρkl(2) (it ) according to Equation ()
end do
call FFT (ρ (0) (it )), according to the integration Equation () to
(0)
.
calculate the rate constant kisc
call FFT (ρk(1) (it )), according to the integration Equation () to
(1)
calculate the rate constant kisc
.
(2)
call FFT (ρkl (it )), according to the integration Equation () to
(2)
calculate the rate constant kisc
.
Calculate kisc according to the integration Equation ().
end
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Figure . Comparisons between calculated and experimental spectra of anthracene: (a) absorption at  K; (b) ﬂuorescence at  K; (c)
phosphorescence at  K.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © , American Chemical Society.

2.5. Example
Here, we take anthracene as an example for the MOMAP’s
luminescent properties calculation. The equilibrium
geometries and vibration frequencies of anthracene in
the ground state (S0 ) and lowest triplet state are obtained
by density functional theory (DFT), and the lowest singlet excited state (S1 ) is obtained by time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). The non-adiabatic coupling and the spin-orbit coupling are calculated at complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) level
(for more details on Ref. [4,28]). By importing this electronic structure information into the MOMAP, we get
the absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra, together with the radiative, internal conversion and
intersystem crossing rate constants. For better comparison, the spectra are calculated at different temperatures
in comparison with the experiment (absorption at 423
K, fluorescence at 433 K and phosphorescence at 77 K)
and the spectra are normalised to the maximum intensity. Moreover, the 0-0 transition energies are set to zero.
Nice agreements with experimental spectroscopy can be
seen in Figure 2 [36]. The calculated rate constants of the
radiative decay rate, internal conversion rate and intersystem crossing rate are in good agreement with the previous
experimental results, as shown in Table 1.

Table . Comparisons between calculated and experimental radiative and internal conversion and intersystem
crossing rate constants of anthracene at  K.

Cal.
Exp.

kr

kIC

. × 

. × 

. × a

. × a

kISC
. × 

.–. × b

F
.
∼.

Note: Unit: s− .
a From Ref. [].
b From Ref. [].

Another example is the carboxyl substituted polythienylene vinylene, nTV-COOH (n = 2–6) [39]. As
Figure 3 presented, fluorescence spectrum calculation
time via TVCF method scales as N3 , where N is the
number of normal modes. All the normal modes and
vibrational quantum numbers are included; while with
the traditional sum-over-states method, one needs to
select important normal modes and give a cut-off for
its vibrational quanta. Even so, the computational time
scales as (a + 1)N , where a is a the cut-off of vibrational
quanta, like the inset of Figure 3 shows. All these examples reveal that the MOMAP can give us an accurate and
efficient simulation of the organic materials’ luminescent
properties.

MOLECULAR PHYSICS

Figure . Computing time of ﬂuorescence spectrum versus the
number of normal modes (N) for nTV-COOH (n = –) by the TVCF
method . The computing time via sum over state method (only two
quantum numbers) is shown in the inset.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

3. First-principles computation of charge
mobility for organic semiconductors
3.1. Charge diffusion simulation through numerical
random walk
In order to understand the intrinsic charge transport
mechanism, great progress has been achieved to quantitatively analyse the charge mobility by computational
chemistry [33]. The charge delocalisation in molecular
crystal is dominated by the inter-molecular charge transfer integral V, while the intra-molecular reorganisation
energy λ characterises the trap effect arising from the
electron-vibration coupling. When λ V, the charge can
be regarded as localised, as described by Marcus theory
[40]. To better describe transport process within hopping
mechanism, we developed a QNT model by considering
quantum nature of nuclear motion [30].
The mobility μ in the molecular crystal can be defined
as the ratio between the charge drift velocity (v) and the
driving electric field (F) [34]:
μ = v/F.

(37)

Within the hopping model, the charge transport process can be characterised by a diffusion process, in which
the charge carrier hops between adjacent molecules

1085

Figure . (Top) Schematic representation of the charge hopping
pathways from molecule A to its neighbours with the probability p , p , …, and pN . (Bottom) A unit length is divided into N
parts according to each probability. A uniformly distributed random number (r) decides which path is chosen for charge hopping,
e.g. to molecule B if p < r < p + p . Thereby, the larger p is, the
more probable it is for the charge to go to B.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

according to the charge transfer rates that apply in the
absence of an external electric field. In the low field limit,
the carrier mobility Equation (37) can be described by the
Einstein relation in the diffusion limit:
μ = eD/kB T,

(38)

where e is the electron charge, D is the charge diffusion
coefficient, kB is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. For an n-dimensional system, D is defined by the
ratio between the mean-square displacement and the diffusion time:
 2
r
1
lim
(39)
D=
2n t→∞ t
r2  represents the statistical average of the square of
charge displacement and can be obtained numerically
from random walk, which is able to simulate the diffusion process of the charge carrier in the presence of crystal anisotropy (shown in Figure 4).
Within this approach, an arbitrary site (molecule m)
in the bulk is initially chosen as the starting position
for the charge. Then the transport network should be
determined by considering the threshold value of the
nearest distance between hopping molecules and the
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where ψ m and ψ n are the frontier orbitals of the two
isolated molecules m and n in the dimer. Namely, for
hole (electron) transport, the highest occupied (lowest
unoccupied) molecular oribital, HOMO (LUMO), should
be plugged in. Since the orbitals ψ m and ψ n are nonorthogonal, the transfer integral can be modified through
orthogonalisation process [34],
0
− 12 (εm + εn ) Smn
Vmn
1 − S2mn

Vmn =

Figure . A typical evolution of the square displacement of  individual simulations and the mean-square displacement over 
simulations.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

threshold of the transfer integral Vmn . Then the charge
transfer ratekct,mn can be calculated in the framework
of quantum tunnelling method, short time approximation (STA) or Marcus equation. In order to determine
the next site of the charge in a statistical sense, a random number r that is "
uniformly distributed
0
"α between
α−1 (m)
(m)
and 1 is generated. If β=1 pβ < r < β=1 pβ , the
charge hops to the αth neighbour with a hopping time
τ mn = 1/kct,mn , which assumes no correlation between
the hopping events along different paths. The simulation continues until the diffusion distance exceeds the
lattice constant by at least 2–3 orders of magnitude.
This process is repeated thousands of times and averaged out to get a linear relationship between mean-square
displacement and simulation time shown in Figure 5.
The mobility is finally evaluated by the Einstein relation
(Equation (38)).

3.2. Inter-molecular charge transfer rate with QNT
effect
Several methods have been proposed to evaluate the
transfer integral for a molecular dimer. The simplest way
is the frontier orbital energy level splitting method, in
which the transfer integral between identical molecular
orbitals of two isolated molecules corresponds to half of
the energy level splitting when they form a dimer. The
MOMAP V1.0 calculates it with the site-energy overlap
correction method [41].
0
Vmn
= ψm |F| ψn 

(40)

(41)

where εm(n) is the electron site energy and Smn is the overlap integral between ψ m and ψ n .
The frequency, Huang–Rhys factor, and reorganisation energy between neutral and ionic molecules are
calculated using EVC program. The general quantummechanical CT rate was derived by Jortner and Lin et al.
[42–44]. Starting from Fermi’s golden rule and within the
framework of the displaced oscillator approximation, the
charge transfer rate with QNT effects can be represented
as
kQNT
ct,mn

|Vmn |2
=
2



∞
−∞

− n̄ j e−iω j t


 

dt exp iω f it −
S j 2n̄ j + 1



− n̄ j + 1 eiω j t



j

(42)

Here, ω f i = (E f − Ei )/ is adiabatic energy between initial state (D± A) and final state (DA± ). Sj is the Huang–
Rhys factor and n̄ j = 1/(eω j /kB T − 1) is the occupation
number for the jth vibrational normal mode
" with frequency ωj . In the strong coupling limit ( j S j >>1),
STA can be applied to guarantee the convergence of the
integration of Equation (41). In STA, the mode with
the largest Huang–Rhys factor Sk is selected for a Taylor expansion: e±iωt ≈ 1 ± iωt − ω2t 2 /2. Then Equation
(42) will be derived as
kSTA
ctmn =







1
dt exp i ω f i + Sk ωk t − Sk n̄k +
ωk2 t 2
2
−∞
 





× exp −
S j 2n̄ j + 1 − n̄ j e−iω j t − n̄ j + 1 eiω j t
|Vmn |2
2



∞

j(=k)

(43)
If STA is applied to all modes, and considering the classical regime – that is high temperature, low frequency
regime where ω j /kB T <<1, and then n̄ j ≈ kB T/ω j ,
Equation (43) reduces to Marcus equation,

kMarcus
ct,mn

|Vmn |2
=
2



# 
2 $
G f i + λ
2 π
exp −
(44)
λkB T
4λkB T
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3.3. Algorithm
The program algorithms of charge mobility are listed
below, including the preparation of molecular structure
part; search neighbour part; transfer integral calculation
part; reorganisation energy calculation part; hopping rate
and probability calculation part; random walk simulation
part; diffusion constant and mobility calculation part.
() The preparation of molecular structure ﬁle part
procedure separate_molecule()
! Read molecular crystal structure ﬁle in CIF (Crystallographic
Information File) format. Separate each single molecule from the unit
cell and save as mol.mol, mol.mol, ….
call separate_mol (cif_ﬁle)
end

Figure . Schematic representation of the potential energy surfaces of the neutral and charged molecules with respect to the
reaction coordinate. The sum of the two relaxation energies λ(i)
and λ(ii) is the internal reorganisation energy.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

() Search neighbour part
procedure ﬁnd_neighbour(mol.com, mol.com, …, lat_cutoﬀ)
! For each molecule in the unit cell, ﬁnd its transport neighbours
within the neighbour distance cutoﬀ.
! nmol : number of molecules
do i = , nmol
call ﬁnd_neighbour(lat_cutoﬀ)
end do
end
() Transfer integral calculation part
procedure transfer_integral()
do i = , nmol
! nneigbour : number of neigbours for molecule i.
do j = , nneigbour
! Calculate the transfer_integral between molecule i and molecule j
according to Equation ().
call calculate_transferintegral (i, j)
end do
end do
end

Figure . (Left) A  ×  ×  supercell structure of a TIPS-pentacene
crystal of thin ﬁlm phase. (Right top) Molecular structure and (right
bottom) an ab plane structure extracted from the supercell. Two
pairs of molecules are indicated as dimer A and B.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Wiley-VCH.

where G f i = E f − Ei = ω f i . and λ = λ(i) + λ(ii) is
the total reorganisation energy for molecule m and n;
STA
Marcus
see Figure 6. kQNT
ct,mn , kct,mn , kct,mn , can be obtained in
MOMAP separately, and here all denoted as kct,mn for
simplicity. For molecule m, the hopping probability to
molecule n (=m) can be represented as

="
p(m)
n

kct,mn
n∈{neighbors of m} kct,mn

(45)

() Calculate reorganisation energy using evc module
m: molecular mass
xn : molecular coordinate of neutral state
xi : molecular coordinate of ionic state
fcn : molecular force constant of neutral state
fci : molecular force constant of ionic state
Procedure evc (m, xn , xi , fcn , fci )
! transform the molecule to the inertial reference frame
call transform_to_inertial_reference_frame (m, xn , xi , fcn , fci )
! do the Eckart rotation to minimize the vibration-rotation coupling,
see Ref []
call eckart_rotation (m, xn , xi , fcn , fci )
! Diagonalize the mass-weighted force constant matrix to obtain the
frequency and normal mode Cn and Ci .
call calculate_frequency (m, fcn , fci , Cn , Ci )
! Calculate displacement Dn = CTn m(xi − xn ), Di = CTi m(xn − xi )
do i = ,  * N −  ( * N − )
! Loop for normal mode, N is the number of atom
do j = ,  * N
! Loop for atom coordinate
Dn (i) = Dn (i) + Cn (j, i) * m(j) * (xi (j) − xn (j))
Di (i) = Di (i) + Ci (j, i) * m(j) * (xn (j) − xi (j))
end do
end do
end
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() Hopping rate and probability calculation part.
V: transfer integral
ω: frequency
HRF: Huang–Rhys factor
procedure hoprate (V, ω, HRF)
do i = , nmol
do j = , nneigbour
! Calculate the hopping rate and hopping probability between
molecule i and molecule j according to quantum nuclear tunneling
Equation () or Marcus equation Equation ().
call calculate_hopping_rate (i, j)
call calculate_hopping_probability(i, j) ! according to Equation
()
end do
end do
end

() Random walk simulation part.
procedure random_walk()
! nt: number of time step
do it = , nt
call random_r(r)
! According to Figure , decide which molecule to hop.
i = this_molecule
call hopping_to_molecule (r, i, j)
time(it) = time(it ,k − ) + /rate (i, j)
x(it) = x(it − ) + dx(i, j)
if (time(it) ࣙ time_max) then
exit
end if
end do
end

Figure . Contribution of the normal modes to the charge reorganisation energy λ() , which is the relaxation energy for singly
positively charged molecule from the equilibrium structure of the
neutral molecule.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Wiley-VCH.

() Diﬀusion constant and mobility calculation part.
procedure calculate_mobility()
! Calculate diﬀusion constant according to Equation ()
call calculate_diﬀusion_constant()
! Calculate mobility according to Equation ()
call calculate_mobility()
end

3.4. Example
TIPS-pentacene crystal is taken as an example [34]
to demonstrate the calculation of hole mobility with
MOMAP. Molecular structure and crystal packing for
TIPS-P [45] are shown in Figure 7. The transfer integral V is calculated for all the neighbouring molecular pairs. The neutral and cation molecules are optimised by DFT and unrestricted DFT for singly charged
state, with a BhandHLYP functional and a 6-31G(d)
basis set, respectively. Then the vibration frequencies
are calculated at the corresponding equilibrium geometries. The frequency, Huang–Rhys factors and reorganisation energy can be obtained from the EVC module. The
reorganisation energy for each mode (electron–phonon
coupling) is depicted in Figure 8. The total reorganisation energy from the summation of all normal modes is
217 meV, close to 222 meV calculated from full geometry

Figure . (a) Hole transfer rates (k) for dimer A: ﬁlled squares for
full quantum rate, ﬁlled circles for quantum rate with short time
approximation and open circles for semi-classical Marcus theory.
(b) Hole mobility and the classical Marcus rate result in the inset.
Source: Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from Ref. [] © ,
Wiley-VCH.
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optimisation, indicating that the harmonic oscillator
approximation is valid for this rigid molecule.
"
The summation
" of Huang–Rhys factor j S j = 1.97,
which means j S j >> 1 is not fully satisfied. Then the
STA is not a good approximation for this system. From
Figure 9(a), we can see that the quantum rate is insensitive and slightly decreases with T at higher temperature, while the semi-classical Marcus charge transfer
(CT) rate increases with T, and tends to the limitation
of STA result. The quantum CT rate with STA deviates
from the full quantum rate even at high temperature. It
is found that the semi-classical Marcus rate approaches
the quantum rate with STA around T ∼ 1000 K, indicating that the high temperature approximation is not valid
for organic semiconductors at room temperature. Figure
9(b) shows that the dependence of mobility on temperature with QNT gives a dμ/dT < 0 band-like behaviour for
localised charge in TIPS-P, which is in sharp contrast to
Marcus theory (the inset in Figure 9(b)). It is precisely the
phonon-assisted current mechanism. The hole mobility
at room temperature is calculated to be 1.7 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
very close to 1.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 of the experiment observation [46]. Such good agreement indicates the validity and
power of MOMAP for mobility prediction and molecular
design.

4. Concluding remarks
Computational quantum chemistry is playing a more
and more important role for molecular design of organic
functional materials. In this paper, we have first introduced the MOMAP V1.0 as an accurate and effective tool
to simulate the organic molecular optical spectra (absorption, fluorescence, phosphorescence) and rate constants
(radiative, internal conversion, intersystem crossing) as
well as the charge mobility for organic semiconductors.
In particular, MOMAP has been used in understanding
various luminescent phenomena, such as AIE [8,18,19],
TADF [12,13] and room temperature phosphorescence
[47,48]. Next generation of MOMAP will focus on more
other characteristics of the organic photoelectric materials, like the photocurrent-voltage of the organic solar cell.
We hope MOMAP can offer a promising avenue for the
photoelectric materials’ development.
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